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The Swan Lake II 

LIBRETTO 
OVERTURE 

Outskirts of a big city in Russia. Signs of decline everywhere; tumbledown works, factories and 
dwellings organically turn into strongly polluted beach of the Swan Lake. Vicious young people are 
doping themselves near the dustbins. Anxiety in the air. 
 PROLOGUE IN HEAVEN  
Act One 
The castle. After sleepless night, the Prince goes out, son of a Siberian oil sheikh Omar; he has red 
eyes and headache. His mother reproves him for his unhealthy way of life: he must steady down; he 
will choice his bride at a ball tomorrow. A swan flock flies by high in the sky; under pretence of 
hunting, the Prince leaves his mother and goes with his friend to the lake beach. In theway, the Prince 
is lovingly taking leave of the Friend: the wedding will end their relationships. 
A wild landscape. An abbey ruins. In sight of the Prince, the white and more than strange swans 
change into maidens. The maturest of them, their queen, tells to the Prince their sorrow story: Rotbard, 
a wicked souteneur, unmercifully exploits them all nights and turns into swans towards morning. The 
"work" and lake water pollution spoil nation's genetic pool. The Prince is shaken: he promises to 
make the girl his wife and so to save her from shameful financial dependence. 
The ball on the Bald Mount, the favorite recreation place of the New Russians. All the hell's forces have 
raisen to destroy him; the world war between the Good and the Evil enter its critical stage. The wicked 
Rotbard, taking advantage of the Prince's inexperience, substitutes masochist Odette, the queen of white 
swans, for his sadist daughter, the Black Swan, to get  rid of Odette. The White Swan breaks through 
the window and reminds to the Prince of his obligations. To her horror she learns that the choice has 
been made. 
Marsh-ridden lakeshore. The Prince and depressed Odette. She does not believe in the better. The 
Prince, for the first time in his life, decides to throw challenge to his fate and to become adult at last: 
he challenges his own ill unconsciousness. After a heavy fighting, the Dragon of Unconsciousness is 
killed, but the Prince is bitten by the poisonous Dragon. He makes himself an injection and slowly 
"goes away". 
(In the first act, the Prince and the swans are danced by a group of classic artists; in the second act, 
the "adult" Prince is performed by A.Vishnevsky and his new seeing of the "swans"   is presented by 
the girls from the group of "240 tons"). 
 Act Two 
The Prince sees narcotic mares: a big truck speeds right to him; it turns out a huge nuclear swan. The 
Prince, broken with the mare, gets into its reactor. 
The Prince awakes from the mare. Now, he is finally grown-up; the mutation performed. He is full of 
determination to give a battle to the souteneur Rotbard. Tomorrow at a ball he will choice another 
bride without mistake. And now he arms to the teeth. 
An abbey ruins. The Prince appears armed to the teeth. In the lawn Rotbard and his girls white swans 
have a rest; they have a jolly time indeed. Rotbard explains that the Prince is in error about the girls' 
situation: Russia goes through bad time; many girls have nothing to do if not to get a job with 
Rotbard. The Prince joins the party. Drunk, he promises to marry Odette and fraternizes with Rotbard. 
Ball on the Bald Mount. A parade of cachectic brides. The Prince has already made his choice: 
Rotbard brings to him fatty mutant Odette. In the window, the swan from the first act appears but now 
in black; she reminds to the Prince of his obligations. The two swans start to fight. Unable to look at, 
the Prince runs away. Epilogue 
A year later. On the edge of a bog, Unmarried Prince reflects on the vicissitudes of 
mutation/adaptation. Not far of him, a group of black and white prince swans peacefully take a walk. 
Suddenly, out of the bog the giant Omar appears, Siberian oil sheikh with radiotelephone in his ten-
tacle. Father and son both are glad to see one another. However, something worries the Prince and he 
points to the half dead city and the lake with poisoned and stagnant water. Father reassures his son: 
“Instead we have our account rising in the Swiss bank. Also, see what beautiful mutant two-headed 
swans appeared in our land! Let us go to hunt tomorrow morning!” 

One can say, "The swan. is merely silly red-eyed bird and nothing more". But the matter is not so 
simple! The redness of its eyes comes from tears and sleepless nights full of sorrow thoughts. Like 
"Titanic", it is proudly swimming on the lake of sub consciousness. Where?.. and What for? And only 
music forever. 


